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The Indian company also known as T-series is
overtaking the most subscribed YouTube channel
called Pewdiepie, also known as Felix, who has
ruled YouTube over the years.
Out of nowhere came T-series, another YouTube
channel, which has had a massive growth in
subscribers making people wonder how they got
them. Although the T-Series fan base is NOT
entirely made out of bots, there are some which add Subscribers helping T-Series
gain progress. Bots are Artificial Intelligence which is often used to create other
YouTube accounts to subscribe to the user. This is obvious as T-Series gets a lot of
subscribers but not many views on their videos.
Pewdiepie does not use sub bots, but is gaining a lot of fans by YouTubers
advertising his channel and helping him push the sub gap higher. This YouTube war
will stop when one of them will be the first one to gain 100 million subs. Pewdiepie is
trying to prove that the YouTube community can help each other and that they can
do amazing things like this. At the moment there both around 89.3 million
subscribers but Pewdiepie is a few thousand subscribers above T-series.
The T-series staff have never reacted to the situation and they keep going up without
noticing all the fuss going on YouTube. Felix (Pewdiepie) does not want to make this
a serious thing and always tells his subscribers to not take this too seriously. Social
media users are supporting both sides but are mostly supporting Pewdiepie. The
reason everyone is on Felix’s side is because he is one individual fighting a whole
Millionaire Indian company with a lot of staff.
We interviewed some of the year nine Whitecross students about what they think
about the T-series Vs Pewdiepie. 45/50 students chose Pewdiepie, winning with a
majority of people. An Indian channel supporting T-Series said: “Maybe it’s time for
us to take over YouTube”. However, a student at Whitecross High school said: “I
think Pewdiepie should win because I supported Pewdiepie since the beginning!”
This feud is not going to last forever. There can only be one winner, one YouTube
king – arguments still continue about who deserves this title.

